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Review of Celeste of Reading

Review No. 98514 - Published 30 Jun 2010

Details of Visit:

Author: JustPassing
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 28 Jun 2010 5pm
Duration of Visit: 45
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07554218553

The Premises:

Apartment in a large new block; perfectly clean and discreet. Her apartment is cosy, but new and
clean.

The Lady:

I'm useless about remembering details like this - Celeste is about 5'8", really trim figure. Perfectly
formed is probably the best way to describe her. Elegant with a hint of "east of EE" is my guess.

The Story:

This was actually my second meeting with Celeste. First was just for an hour massage (?90),
second was one hour full service. Prices are pretty high, but the first meeting was good enough for
me to shell out for the full experience. Unfortunately the second meeting didn't go at all well. As
much as Celeste is gorgeous, refined and elegant by the time things got intimate the main vibe I got
was that she wasn't really enjoying the time. Thats "game over" for me. Of course she's far too
elegant to really say anything but not matter how pretty the lady is, once that vibe take hold, the
punt is a nightmare. In the end that's probably my fault so your experience will likely be radically
different. I've hesitated and finally gone for a recommended review because maybe in differnt setup
Celeste is truly amazing. Just didn't happen for me.

Sorry if this isn't too helpful to guide you - just me trying to be truthful. PM me on the message
board if you want more details etc.

She is very special, but maybe a little too honest/real. For ?160 you want to leave feeling like a king,
not with a downer.

PS I left the hour punt 15 minutes early, just in case you think ?160 only buys 45 minutes.
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